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Recent progress in injury mechanics of the human cervical spine has introduced a new 
neck injury criterion (NIC) for soft tissue injuries following rear impacts. This Criterion was 
investigated in pig and human subject experiments and has shown promising results. However, 
no standard test procedure has been established so far that allows for comparable research on 
improved head restraint systems using anthropometric test devices. Especially, proposed 
thresholds of NIC are only valid for pigs and human beings but not for Dummies. The aim of the 
present study is to calculate NIC in Dummy tests and to investigate the influence of parameter 
that have proven to be of importance from accident investigations. Such parameters are 
velocity change, acceleration level, shape of the acceleration pulse, head restraint position, 
seat back properties, etc. Additionally, the relationship between NIC and neck loads is 
investigated. 

The seat of a middle class car was modeled using multi-body simulation techniques 
(occupant simulation software MADYMO™). Properties of the seat cushion, recliner joint and 
the head restraint were measured in quasi static loading tests and implemented to the model. 
The test object, a database of the 501h percentile Hybrid-III Dummy - equipped with a more 
biofidelic neck (TRIO neck) - was positioned according to standard seating procedures. Seat 
and head restraint were adjusted to standardized positions as used in frontal crash testing. To 
validate the whole model, a series of sied test tests were performed using the same conditions 
as in the numerical model. Tests were performed at three different velocities that were repeated 
several times to check the reproducibility of the test results. Results of simulation and sied 
experiments were compared and showed acceptable agreement. A parametric study was 
performed by variation of parameters listed above. NIC was calculated for these simulations 
using the formula agreed upon on a NIC standardization meeting (Gothenberg, 1 998). NIC 
results were analyzed and compared to loads of upper and lower neck. The rebound motion 
was not investigated. 

VELOCITY CHANGE: According to the literature, the velocity change (Delta V) of the struck car 
is of major importance in rear impacts. Delta V is commonly used to asses the impact severity 
and the risk for neck injury in actual collisions. Within this study, an idealized crash pulse (half 
sine shape, crash duration 1 00ms) was used to investigate the influence. The amplitude of the 
sine pulse was increased to study the influence of Delta V isolated from all other parameter. 
Results show, that the relationship between Delta V and NIC is almest parabolic, that means 
NIC seems to represent the amount of kinetic energy that is loaded to the occupant. 
CRASH DURATION: Given a constant Delta V (16 km/h) and the shape of the crash pulse (half 
sine), the crash duration characterizes the "stiffness" of the impact, i.e. the influence of the car 
structure stiffness of the colliding vehicles. The crash duration was varied between 25 and 1 50 
ms. Results show that NIC decreases with increasing crash duration. NIC decreases from a 
hard impact (50ms crash duration) to a soft impact ( 1 25ms) by approximately 25 %. 
SHAPE: The influence of the shape of the crash pulse was investigated by comparing the 
simulation results of two trapezoid pulses with two levels: A crash pulse with a high first level 
and a low second level was compared to a pulse with a low first level and a high second level. 
The simulation showed that the moment of time where NIC and maximum neck loads occur are 
influenced significantly but not the level of NIC and neck loads. 
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HORIZONTAL DISTANCE: The influence of the head restraint position with respect to the 
horizontal distance between the head and the head restraint was investigated by adjusting the 
head restraint to several positions ranging from direct contact to a maximum horizontal distance 
of 200mm.  Results of the simulation show that NIC and neck loads are low whenever the head 
restraint is close to the head. By increasing the gap, NIC and neck loads grow significantly until 
a horizontal distance of approximately 150mm. When enlarging the gap to more than 1 50mm, 
NIC increases not significantly anymore whereas neck loads are still advancing. 

VERTICAL DISTANCE: Seme studies indicate that the position of the head restraint with 
respect to the height influences the risk for cervical spine distortion. Therefor the vertical height 
was adjusted to different positions and - in one case - the head restraint was removed 
completely. Results of the simulations show that NIC increases when lowering the head 
restraint, but the difference between NIC in a simulation where the head restraint is positioned 
high (COG of head and COG of head restraint at same height) and a simulation where the 
head restraint is removed completely is only 1 O percent. On the other hand neck loads, 
especially neck torque, increase drastically due to the extension motion of the neck (up to 
500%). NIC has been designed for assessing the retraction motion and not for predicting 
hyperextension injuries. 

SEAT BACK STIFFNESS: The influence of the recliner stiffness was investigated by varying 
the loading stiffness of the seatback, i.e. plastic deformations were not taken into account. 
Results show that NIC and neck loads can be reduced by using higher stiffness of the recliner 
joint. The positive effect of a stiff seat is that the head restraint does not move as far away from 
the head due to yielding of the seatback as in a simulation using a seat with a low stiffness. 
Contact of head to head restraint is earlier, limiting the amount of retraction and extension 
motion. lmproved energy absorption of the seat back by plastic deformation or a damping 
system was not investigated. A seat that combines low recliner stiffness with controlled energy 
absorption may have positive effects but the head restraint should still limit relative motion of 
the head to the upper torso. 

ACCORDING to this study, NIC and neck loads of the HYBRID-III Dummy (with the 
TRIO neck) are correlated in rear car crashes where the head-neck extension motion is limited 
by a head restraint. NIC is not able to predict hyperextension injuries whenever the head 
restraint is very low or not present. NIC is sensitive to Delta V, acceleration pulse level, shape 
of crash pulse, head restraint position and seatback properties. Especially Delta V and the 
horizontal distance between head and head restraint influence NIC and neck loads remarkably. 
This study has several limitations. First of all, the biofidelity of the Hybrid-I I I  (even when using 
the TRIO neck) is limited. Secondly only one seat was investigated and thirdly although, the 
mathematical model was validated with sied tests, the accuracy of the model in extreme 
situations, especially at high velocities where seat back collapsing is to be expected, is not 
proven. lt has also to be emphasized that the rebound (forward) motion has not been looked at. 

This study suggests that it makes sense to use NIC as an indicator for the risk of soft 
tissue neck injuries in rear impact Dummy testing although the biofidelity of the Dummy is 
limited. To take into account the risk for neck injury resulting from hyperextension it is 
recommended to regard also neck loads respectively forces and moments in the upper and 
lower neck. 
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